From the Boundary Rope
145th EDITION

Milnerton Cricket Club pays tribute to the life of a legendary leader

With the passing of our former President Nelson Mandela on
5 December 2013, all MCC teams wore black armbands on Saturday as
mark of respect for this great man who did so much to unite our country,
specifically through sport.
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CLUB CAPTAIN’S WEEKEND ROUND UP
1ST Team vs GPCC Day 2: A Very disappointing loss especially after being
50 without loss chasing 158 to win (losing all 10 wickets for 58 , being
bowled out for 108 )and Green Point being without one of their strike bowlers
for the day .
1st Team vs MPCC (one day match): Good come back from the day before,
winning by 8 wickets with another great performance from A.Milne 6/17.
2nd Team vs Pinelands: Great result in beating Pinelands , really needed
this well done guys.
2nd Team vs Bonteheuwel (one day match ): Maintaining the momentum
from the day before and winning by 4 wickets well done , well batted C.
Freeman (59) , G.Swarts (69*) and J.Maritz 4/36 .
Res F vs Pinelands: Tied match ,in cricketing terms i cant think of anything
worse , keep your heads up guys ,7.5 points in the bag , Still unbeaten .
3A vs Mitchell’s Plain: Another great win and really pressing hard for top
honours this season .
3B vs Primrose: First loss of the season , always a difficult fixture , still very
much in the mix for the league.
3D Blue vs Blue Downs: Lost to Blue Downs by 9 runs , all was under
control until the last 3 overs , lesson is when you are in make it count don’t
leave it for the next man .
3D Green vs Mitchells Plain “A”: Great win , Well done guys , keep going
at this rate you could be challenging for promotion, R.Hartzenberg (82) ,
C.Mckay (37)
Ladies XI vs Mfuleni: Good win to make it 4 out of 5 for debut season.
To view the Senior Section stats please visit our club website:
www.milnertoncricketclub.co.za

1 ‘C’ Day Two - MCC 1st XI vs Green Point CC played away
STAG BOWLERS DO THEIR JOB, BUT HENRY CUTS OFF BATSMEN!

Team strategy and the ability to put that strategy into individual performance
would be the success of win or lose on day two, Skipper Kassie assured all, that
the strategies were in place, we now awaited the performance on the park!

Roach and Cloete were the first to be given the chance to do their bit and
Roachie with his first ball, over 2 of the day gets Peter LBW. GP 37/4.
Millies bowlers bowled with a mission and Roachie obtained another two, well
supported by “Sanitary” Mills, without his towel support this week and
Bezuidenhout smelling the braai bowled the tenth wicket. Strategy of game plan
concluded professionally, GP all out for 111.
Roach 16 – 4- 41 – 5, well supported by Mills 7 – 3 – 16 – 3, awesome stuff new
recruits – JOB DONE!
All to the plan, Millies chasing 157 in 94 overs, we would have taken that at
10h00 on day two, its now up to the batters. We do remember our top 7
batsmen scavenged 43 in the first innings, surely GP in their team talk would
have been reminding their bowlers of this and what confidence does one need –
done it before, we can do it again!!!
Millies knowing how important this 15 points was, most of the team took it
seriously and starting with Skip and Petersen striding out at 11h55 with 35
minutes to lay the concrete.
Lunch called at 12:32, Millies 17/0.
140 with 10 sticks in the bag and 85 overs to be bowled, yes no rocket scientist
required – 1.65 per over, or 14 per batsman using the Eskom “load sharing”
policy!!!!
Skip and YP continue for another 9 overs before YP was bowled, but these two
had taken the new ball to a used and set the victory up – 40/1, 117 required off a
minimum of 76 overs – a rate of 1.54 per over.
Millies 51/2, Du Toit going for 3 off 12 deliveries, given LBW. Karsten follows for
26 off 72 balls, a gritty innings. 51/3.
Well, with GP skipper hogging the Signal Hill with the wind end and doing a
brilliant job, batters must have felt the need to score off the beach bowlers, and
what transpired hereafter was “beach” cricket with wickets falling 71,74,86, 86,
88, 107 and finally 107.Van Harte and Snyman worked hard, but Millies top 7
FAILED!!!!
The bowlers tried hard to repeat their 37 runs from first innings from wicket 7 10, but were only able to add 21.

First innings the top 7 scored 46 off the bat and second innings 73 off the bat –
say no more!
Well, Henry and co had a plan, like Millies, but they were the 1B quality which
executed their plan, but Millies plan was nowhere – 1C style - one has to
question !!!
Millies finish 5th on the log for Xmas.
REPORT COMPILED BY: CRAIG PHILLIPS

(Well, when balls are needed, we can’t produce! Sanitary towels in the
medical bag OR KITBAG? – say no more!!!!!!!!!!)
RES ‘B’ – Day Two - MCC 2nd XI vs Pinelands CC played at MCC “A”
FINALLY THE GODS SMILE UPON US

We were all looking forward to this day. Perfectly set to bring home our first
win of the season as we had pinelands still 42 behind with only 6 second
innings wickets in hand. We knew we had this game in the bag but
complacency has no place on the cricket field. Hard work and patience
would see us home. We had another goal on the day, finish the game off
with a win before 12h30 so we could give Millies 3rds the A field as they met
Pinelands in battle. We achieved both these goals.
It took us till the 9th over of the day to get the breakthough but only because
one of their umpires didn’t know the LBW rule. Lets just be clear here, If a
batsmen does not offer a shot, he can be struck outside the line and if the
ball is hitting the stumps, it is out!. This he felt bad for not knowing the rules
as he stuck the batsmen in front in the following over. It then took another 6
overs to get more but we got 2 in this over, as Darren knicked one off, Great
catch Maritz , and bowled Mr “swing and a miss” for a 2 ball duck.
A few more runs went into gaps then we finished them off thanks to a great
run out from the Silver Fox and a one handed diving backward catch from the
youngster, Leon Baird.
They set us 33 to win. We wanted to get through unscathed and get through
quickly. Enter Gareth Swardt and Chris Freeman.
1st over went something like this. Gareth on strike.1 off the first ball.Chris on
strike.6, dot, 2,4,6 and Millies on 19 without loss after 1st over. Chris on 18
from 5.Over 2.Gareth on strike. 4,dot,dot,dot,dot,2. Over 3.Chris on strike.
Dot,dot,4,dot,dot,4 and Millies secure the win within 3 overs. 25,175 points

from a maximum of 26 points on offer. A great win and game done by 12h05.
MCC 3rds, you may have the field.
Fines are excellent, perhaps a little too excellent as we all felt it the next day.
Thank you Mr Silver for scoring once again. Thank you Gavin Smith for
making a turn. Thank you to the 3rd team who came down early to support
and thank you to Mr Swardt for the beer.
Well done chaps, momentum on our side, let’s turn this season around.
REPORT COMPILED BY: BRETT PAPAYANNI

(Awesome guys, look forward to the next 5!)
RES ‘F’ - MCC 3rd XI vs Pinelands CC played Away
AN ABSOLUTE NAIL BITTER

Millies arriving early enough to see our seconds over come Pinelands
were happy to get the A pitch. Skipper JJ Rebello tossing and electing
to have a bat.
Our target was get 160 on the board. Opening the batting JJ and Hilton
however JJ being stranded half way down in the 2nd over after a
confusion run out on 1. Hilton not lasting longer chased a wide one
caught for 5. Powelly next in with Slims, however slims getting a roughy
out for 1 LBW. Milies 21 for 3. Enter Renick. Who proceeded to score a 9
minute 20runs throwing it away. Lil more patience buddy. All along
Powelly staying strong at the non striker end. Now Pinelands having to
players who played 1A cricket last season in their ranks. With
Ballentyne turning the ball square scoring was tough and application was
needed, Osner last his concentration and perished for a decent 28
thereafter Liam Hayes joined Powelly and hung around long enough to see
the back of ballentines 1st spell. Afterwards Haysie playing one shot
too many perished for 23, application and u will score big lad.
Powelly batting like a true number 3 batted the whole innings and was
the glue of our innings. His appreciation to application is something
that can't be disregarded. His job was bat through and rotate the
strike. Finishing the innings on 40 not out, 2 hours at the crease, we
salute u! Milies posting 144 for 10 (short of our mark but defendable)
Opening the bowling for Milies was Ossie and Tyler Hayes. The game plan
for the opening spell was hit areas, be patient and we will be rewarded.
Ossie almost too good to get an edge did well from his end with Hayes

pushing hard from the other. Hayes picking up the opener in his 5 th
over. Pinelands 25 for 1 after 10. With a bowling change Pete Hilman
and Rob Lucas came on. Both bowling superbly with tight swing bowling
curbing the run rate. After his 9 Pete finishing on 2 for 22 and Rob
with 2 for 31. Superb stuff, in which saw pressure of 19 balls bowled
with out a run. Milies pressuring the batsman who started to get the
hurry up. Skipper JJ knew all along that we we were 10 runs short and it
could well come down to the last over. A bowling change saw Renick the
big show Ambrose and Wiaan superman Pols come on. These two bowled
under
extreme pressure and put their hand up. All along the fielding of Milies
backing them up. Pinelands now needing 31 off 7 overs at 113 for 6,
Ossie was brought back for his last 2 with his 2020 experience to help
the cause. Ossie picking up a stick and only going for 4 in his two.
Finishing
with
1
for
21
in
9.
Now Pinelands needing 27 off the last 5. Renick picking up a stick Wian
also picking up one(their danger man for 47 caught superbly at backward
point by Tyler Hayes)
situation now lies at 9 runs to win off 2 overs, Milies needing 2
wickets to win. Renick keeping his over to just 3 runs. Situation now 6
to win off the last over. Wiaan bowling, first ball dot second ball
Wicket!! Third ball goes for 2 runs. 4 to win off 3 now next two balls
go for singles quickly and dangerously run, lucky no over throws.
Situation 1 ball 2 runs to win, one wicket needed...........
Inside edge one bounce to keeper Liam Hayes and the batsman rushes
through. A tie!!! 144 for 9 Renick 1 for 13 in 5 (at the death) Wiaan 2 for 31 in
5 (at the death)
Guys this game proved that on the day we could face anybody in this
league, two 1A players on the day... We executed our game plan but were
10runs short. We fought so hard and I am proud of each and every one of
you, Renick and Wiaan for having BMT good enough for a bigger stage,
what an experience what a day of doing what we love, points shared on
the day. Last year we were losing close games, unbeaten still let's keep
the desire lads
REPORT COMPILED BY: JJ REBELLO

3 ‘B’ – 4th’s - MCC XI vs Victoria ‘B’ played at MCC ‘B’
THE ROPE REPORT I DIDN’T WANT TO WRITE!

Saturday sees us facing Primrose A at home on the B field.

Their Skip wins the toss and decides to bat. After placing our black
armbands both teams gave a moments silence in the middle to show our
respects for a man who let’s just say was more than an ordinary human
being. RIP Madiba.
Their innings gets off to a slowish start due to some accurate left arm
orthodox bowling by our new recruit Stephan Van Dyk.We bag our first wicket
when one of their openers skies one ……..our catching woes continue
however quick thinking and a good pick up and throw from Shaun who was
covering the catcher gets us a run out. Their number 3 bats well and
manages to score 59 although he was giving 3 chances before he reached
30. Was this going to cost us? Without a doubt. The rest of their batting line
up added 86 and they finish 145 for 9 after 35 overs. We all know that the B
field has a slow outfield and chasing is not the easiest however 210 balls to
get 146 is achievable with some good running and patient batting.
We get off to a slow and lucky start with Primrose dropping at least 3
chances in the first 5 overs .for the life of me I still don’t quite understand why
we are giving chances in the first few overs , however we soon lose our first
wicket . The thunder and lightning was at this time starting to threaten and
we needed to push the run rate as we were not sure if we would get 20 overs
in before the rain game. Their skipper went on the defensive early also aware
of the run rate and looming rain, this dried up the boundaries as he had
placed all his fielders on the fence making it very tough to pierce the field. I
suppose in retrospect if we hit the ball softer and looked for twos we could
easily have chased the target without too much trouble. As it is when you fail
to chase a target certain things must go wrong and this innings was our turn
to take the short straw, every time we started to get on par with the run rate
we would lose a wicket either by a bad shot selection or a good catch from a
good shot. We finished 9 runs short with 2 wickets in hand. Not the best way
to end the winning streak.
Although I am still gutted about the loss I am still confident that we will get
promotion to the 3A. There were some individual performances that stood
out above the rest, some really good catches, some good death ball bowling
some good running between the wickets and some good fielding some great
shots from Vlam and Emile. We were just not good enough on the day and
will need to #STEPUP if we want to finish top of the log come the end of
March
REPORT COMPILED BY: NEIL PERICH

(Hard luck guys, bounce back!)

3 ‘D’ MCC BLUE XI vs Blue Downs CC played Away
“SO HOW EXACTLY DID WE LOSE THIS FIXTURE”

Captain Van Schalkwyk losing yet another toss and the opposition requesting
us to bowl first on what seemed a very slow and flat wicket.
Sinclair Taylor’s first delivery had Gert Badenhorst on his ox wagon down to
square leg diving away , 5 wides off the first ball , was this a sign of things to
come ?
Morgan “fly slip” Geldenhuys opened the bowling from the other end on a flat
and slow wicket and bowled a very good line and pitched up length to totally
negate the “fly slip” he had requested ………………….another example of
Robin Jackman and HD Akerman Supersports view’s , commentary and
suggestions causing a raised eyebrow or two within a 3D fixture on a
Saturday afternoon………..Lads lets be honest if we could do what you see
on TV we would probably be on TV ………………but we can’t so we
are’nt……..forget about terms like skills set , fly slip , mental disintegration ,
reverse swing and then my personal favourites HD TV and Supersport 2 and
just concentrate on playing and enjoying the game !
I however digress ,
Good opening spell’s by both Sinclair and Morgan left Blue Downs 20/1 after
10 overs. All under control we thought but our first change bowler and
Chairman nearly got hit into KFC in his first over but pulled it back nicely and
ended up with 3/36 off 7 overs .
Daniel Snyman and Juan Mirfin bowled very well and we managed to restrict
Blue Downs to 137 off their 35.
Special mention of Gert Badenhorst’s keeping efforts , at his advancing age I
thought he did a brilliant job , well done.
Our batting started off very well with Michael Gillespie and Mathew
Kannemeyer getting us off to a solid start before Michael was bowled for a
well played 22 , Billy Peyper and Mathew added another 20 before Mathew
was adjudged to be caught at short leg for 14 .
All under control at 72 /3 after 18. Gert Badenhorst and Billy took the score
onto 97 before Gert lost his wicket for 15 .

97/4 and Blue Downs started to turn the screws , a combination of good tight
bowling and a steady flow of wickets resulted in us coming up 9 runs short of
the total.
Special mention of Billy and Michael’s knocks under very difficult
circumstances.
Very disappointing result but we will be back next week
Pink Cap: Daniel Snyman
Quote /Word of the day: “fly slip”
REPORT COMPILED BY: WRAY VAN SCHALKWYK

(Well that picture of the respect of Madiba shows one command missing
and the greatest leader of all times if present would have called “stomachs
in”, one thing our MC forgot to do!)
3 ‘D’ GREEN vs Mitchells Plain CC played away
MADIBA MAGIC LIFTS THE SOARING SIXES EVEN HIGHER

Certain events in our lives are always remembered for many years to come.
Most of the big events I personally remember have been tragic, such as
when Princess Diana passed away or when the shocking news of the 911
attacks came through on the news. This weekend we were greeted with the
terrible news of losing South Africa’s greatest hero, Nelson Mandela. This
was extremely sad news but not tragic at all. Our country’s and world’s
greatest all-rounder found peace in a dignified way with very little suffering.
This was a time to celebrate a life that had given so much. A life where very
little was wasted and all of it given to the people of South Africa. The boys
from Milnerton all showed the significance and impact of this sad news by
walking onto the field with black arm bands and giving a moments silence to
show respect and to celebrate a life that has given all South Africans a
second chance to do things over. Nelson Mandela once said that “Sport has
the power to change the world, it has the power to inspire. It has the
power to unite people in a way that little else does”. When Nelson
Mandela used to arrive at any sporting event the players on the day used to
lift their game and really play above themselves, I like to think that Mandela
spent his first Saturday off in 95 years watching cricket. His struggle and fight
for equality can clearly be seen on the sports field where we are able to play
or against teams consisting of various racial groups. With Mandela watching
our cricket game played in Mitchell’s Plain the boys from Milnerton really
united around each other and lifted their game.
3-2-1 Madiba!!! was our huddle call.

It all started with Milnerton winning the toss and Uncle Vern asking to bat
first, upfront to get the innings started Rob Seton-Rogers and the 6th’s
newest recruit Dewald Myburg. The Mitchells Plains skipper made a Tactical
error of setting his field to deep and the strike was easily rotate with the odd
boundary and Milnerton found themselves 35 for no loss after 7. A solid start.
Rob Seton-Rogers got dismissed for 18 playing around a straight one in the
eighth. In walked another new Recruit Rudi “Russell Brant” Hartzenburg.
He and Dewald carried on the good work taking singles at ease and hitting
the odd boundary. The scored moved steadily to 70 odd before a hesitant
single cost Dewald his wicket run out for a well played 24. Rudi was nick
named the “sales man” after that for selling his buddy down the river. In
walks Chris “Jack Parrow” Mc Kay in borrowed pair of takkies three sizes too
big for him. He and Rudi played really well and took the score through some
well played shots to 110 for 2 after 18 and drinks.
This being 6ths highest score before drinks this season, a great foundation to
launch off, and launch Milnerton did. Rudi and Chris carried on going strong
hitting Mitchell’s plain spinners to all ends of the ground. All good things must
end and Chris nicked off to the keeper for a well played 36 (5x4 and a 6)
Milnerton on around 160 after 29. In walks Garth Ruby, he blasts a quick 21
taking Mitchell’s opening bowler for 19 in one over.
Things were left to young Keegan Gillespie and Rudi to close, putting on
close to thirty runs in the last four overs. A great innings came to an end
when Rudi got caught hitting out in the last over for a brilliant 88 (11x4 and
2x6). Rudi was in his own class on the day. Milnerton finishes on 205….
Great score, the highest 35 over score I’ve seen any team in Milnerton 3D
achieve. (Obviously Big Rob was not part of the 3D game vs United
where MCC posted 300 plus and Skipper Wray declared with 1 ball to
go!!!!)
Time defend our huge target, the new ball was thrown to Ryan Condon. A
brave move to open with a spinner but boy did it pay off. Ryan bowled
brilliantly picking up 2 wickets for just 10 runs in his seven overs. 4 maiden
were bowled in the spell as well. Once this was done Mitchells Plain was
always going to be on the back foot against 205 and they never actually
recovered. Well played big guy, great bowling.
Garth Ruby, Chris Mc Kay, Kevin Kruger and JP Rousseau all did their job
with the ball in a collective team effort, figures:
G.Ruby: 0 for 32 in six
C.Mc Kay: 1 for 16 in four

K. Kruger: 0 for 44 in seven
J.P Rousseau: 1 for 33 in five
Rudi followed up his batting with great economical bowling.5 overs for just 22
runs and picking up a wicket.
In the end Mitchells Plain managed just 185 for 5 in their 35 overs. A win for
Milnerton despite their opener getting 50 (retired unfit) and there number four
getting 89*. The score would have been a lot lower but we were sloppy with
our catches and in a collective team effort managed to put down 9…. If we
didn’t bat so well that would have really cost us. I feel more catching practice
is needed for all teams as this seems to be a common problem. Despite this
some good catches were held by Kevin, Chris and J.P. Rob Seton-Rogers
pulled off a great catch at long on diving forward and pouching it just off the
ground. Strandfontein was on Tsunami warning after the mini quake. Old
man rivers Ray Van Vuuren did a very tidy job behind the stumps conceding
only two byes..
Back to Back Wins against Mitchell’s plains A and B teams is something to
be really proud of. Well done Boys great team performance. Let’s keep up
the positive energy we have going. Two games this weekend so hopefully a
chance to field a few guys who haven’t got much game time.
REPORT COMPILED BY: ROB SETON-ROGERS

3 ‘A’ MCC DE BOYZ XI vs Mitchells Plain played on MCC-A
A great win enjoyed on the A Field and on balcony afterwards. If only the
same enthusiasm could be carried across into writing a match report!!
Ladies Promotional League MCC XI vs Mfuleni CC played at MCC ‘B’
ANOTHER GREAT WIN FOR THE MILLIES LADIES

After almost a 3 hour wait for the opposition, Mfuleni we got the game
underway with Captain Robyn select to field first. They started off well by
take the first wicket second over bowled by Lee Ann and another 2 in her
second over , one bowled and a caught and bowled. Ending with 4-1-5-3.
And her opening partner also keeping it tidy, ending with 4-1-10-1.
The next two bowlers also not giving them a chance to up the tempo with
good bowling. Henriette ( 4-0-9-1) and Lucinda ( 2-0-8-0). After them came
the bowler of the day, bowling wicket maiden followed by another 2 wickets
in her second over and stood on a hatrick, but pressure was too much and

a another wicket in her last over. Well done Roxanne ending with 3-2-1-4.
and well supported with blitz Robyn Bench( 2 -0-16-1).
Bowlers was well supposed in the field with 5 caught being taken close to the
bat ( Marietjie 3, Henriette 1 and Lucinda with a good catch in the slips) and
also brilliant fielding in the outfield to keep he runs down and Kylie for only
conceding 1 bye.
Will the ladies bowling out Mfuleni for 49 in 18 overs.
After a little break in walked Marietjie and Lee Ann to the middle. It did not
take long for the runs to flow with the slow outfield. Losing Lee-Ann for 7 in
the 6 over with the score on 31 in walked Henriette to join Marietjie, who
started to tire because of all the running between the wickets. They quickly
wrapped the game up in the 8th over with Marietjie finishing on 26 not out still
no average for the season and Henriette with a well played 7.
Just who like to thank the ladies for a great season so far and we will keep it
up in the New Year and improve even more. Have a good rest and enjoy the
holiday.
REPORT COMPILED BY: GERHARD MEYER

1 ‘C’ – One Dayer - MCC 1st XI vs Mitchells Plein CC played away
MILNERTON COME OUT AGGRESSIVE

The start of the One Day competition gets underway at our “favorite venue or
should I say pitch”, toss won by our Skip and MP to bat.
After a verbal reminder from what sounded like from a crowd of 500, but only
really coming from 3 MP’s, which had a problem of our “Mission statement”, one
wonders what their mission statement is?
Leave the spectators on the banks and onto cricket…. Millies welcome Milne
back and the debut of Ryan Stoman who I believe has been terrifying our batters
in the net practices’.
Milne, Milne, Milne, Milne and Milne again, but well done to supporting bowlers,
with ex - MP bowler, Cloete supporting the cause, but weathering a huge
amount of abuse from the learned hill. Even Van harte, soft arm, got the abuse,
maybe a word of advice to the opposition club, is to accept rebuild and then be
vocal!
Millies restrict MP to 76, and again the openers did their task, but one falls and
other fall soon after, which starts the rot…..!

Van der Poll tried hard to bag his fourth consecutive duck, but due to poor hands
he survived, (Mom, you need to change his diet or need to come watch him..!)
Millies have it all sorted before lunch and head home with a win and bonus
point.
(Well done for a MCC weekend hatrick of wins against the Plain!)
RES ‘B’ – One Dayer - MCC 2nd XI vs Bonteheuwel CC played at MCC ‘A’
A GREAT GAME

With our 2 dayers finished for this year, we only have 3, 50 over games left
for 2013. Our 1st game is up against Bonties. Good for us is we have home
ground advantage. Our new Tosser, Wesley Groenewald does the job and
wins the toss. We’ll bowl first thanks.
A few complaints this season about our A track being too flat was never a
complaint today as this is what you want to a 1 day wicket.
The seamers struggled though to breakthrough and after 10 overs, Bonties
were in a decent position at 52/1. In the 16th over, Kaiser implemented a
great run out. Jason clean bowed the new batter in his next over to have
bonties at 78/3 after 17 overs. We pegged them back nicely now as the
bowling plan was to take pace off the ball. Our spinners and slow bowlers
bowled 30 overs in the game and between them took 8/ 90. Our seamers
fetched a bit as they took 1/97.
We eventually bowled Bonties out for 189 in the 46th over. I must say that
Darren Brandt took 2 blinders while he was on the field. He also contributed
to a run out. Great effort there young man. Jason picked up 4/36 and
Wesley Groenewald took 2/7 in 2.4 overs.
Now our turn with the bat saw us put on a very quick 73 runs for the 1st
wicket until Chris Biltong Freeman or as we have come to call him “ Freaky
Freeman “ was bowled for another superb knock of 59 from 37 balls.
We lost a few wickets near the end chasing the bonus points but got home in
the 41st over scoring 190/6. Another great contribution from Gareth Swardt
who scored an unbeaten 69 to guide us over the line.
We start out campaign off with a win. Great start Gents.

Well done to the 1st team for their comprehensive win over the Plein.
Thanks for the all the support.
REPORT COMPILED BY: BRETT PAPAYANNI

Until next week…………….
From the Boundary Rope was edited by Coach Craig
Thanks for the respective input from the roaming reporters / skippers.
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